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Abstract
Norms present at the international arena is a topic of interest for researchers belonging

to the school of constructivism. One being Stålgren (2006), who claims that the core

norms in idea-driven projects risks being unsuccessfully transferred to domestic

implementation, as there often is a conflict between the international decision-makers

and the domestic actors’ constructions of reality. To develop Stålgrens theory, I use the

case Bai Bang, a bilateral aid project between Sweden and Vietnam. This project was

implemented by both domestic Vietnamese actors as well as imported labour from

Sweden, which theoretically favoured the premises of norm transfer. This case,

therefore, allow me to examine what effect imported labour has on norm transfer, as

well as discuss mechanisms that can explain unsuccessful norm transfer. I find that

importing labour did have positive effects on norm transfer, but did not eliminate the

risk of contextual factors. I do, however, argue that Stålgrens understanding of

contextual factors should be broader understood, by including the political and

economical context. I also find that importing labour can be a threat to successful norm

transfer, in cases where the imported labour has a lack of knowledge of the domestic

context. Additionally, I find one new mechanism that explains unsuccessful norm

transfer, which is an ill-defined project objective. These results contribute to a deeper

understanding of how norms are transferred and practised in bilateral aid projects in

general, and the effect of imported labour in particular, to the field of political science

and international relations.

Central concepts: Norms, norm transfer, constructivism, implementation, imported

labour, bilateral aid, solidarity, solidarity among, social democracy, socialism, the Bai Bang

project
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Introduction
Bai Bang is to this day the largest, most expensive, and one of the longest-running

development cooperation projects in Swedish aid history (Sida 1999). This bilateral aid

project between North Vietnam (later Vietnam) and Sweden was initiated by the former

prime minister Olof Palme in the late 1960s, at the peak of the solidarity movement for the

Vietnamese victims of the Second Indo-China war (alternatively known as the Vietnam war

or the American war).

Strictly speaking, Bai Bang is the nickname for the project that included a paper mill along

with several investments that were necessary for the enterprise to function. These investments

included a connected forestry area and a harbour, as well as a surrounding town, with schools

and housing area for the workers and their families (Sida 2002). The project started from

quite literally nothing, as before the constructions, there was only a flat area (Bãi translates to

flat, and Bằng translates to area). Today Bai Bang is a running paper mill, fully

Vietnamese-owned, and arguably a long-term success.

Sida (1999) describes that aiding Vietnam was intensely politically controversial, mainly

because of two reasons. Firstly, the timing was unconventional as the project was initiated

when North Vietnam was still at war with the United States. Secondly, it was the first-ever

development aid project between a capitalist democracy and a plan-market communist state.

Solidarity intended to work as a core norm, that from the very initiation to the

implementation was to permeate the project. In the spirit of this idea, the project imported

Swedish labour to work together, side-by-side, with the Vietnamese. This implementation

strategy was the first of its kind and would embody the idea of solidarity and equality that the

project demonstrated at the higher level by actually practising the norm. But how did the

solidarity norm come to be understood and practised at Bai Bang?

When understanding norms' role in international relations, the school of constructivism is a

fruitful perspective. Scholars in international politics have during history shifted focus from a

realist, to a more norm focused, perspective, seeking to explain how actors' perception of

reality affects international relations. The school of constructivism has contributed to a deeper

understanding of how contextual factors affect meaning and challenges the very idea that
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interests are fixed and actions are rational (Stålgren 2006). A recognition of norms is

necessary to properly understand idea-driven international policy, especially development aid.

Some constructivists (e.g. Lumsdaine 1993) argue that all development aid is driven by ideas

of international justice, and cannot be fully understood without an understanding of ideational

and normative aspects of international relations.

The dominant constructivist literature focuses mainly on how norms form politics. This

literature aims to answer questions like; What norms can explain international

decision-making?. As a consequence, they share the misconception that implementation is

constant to decision-making, in other words, that implementers work as neutral actors that

simply realise polity. This neglect of understanding norms' role in implementation is

problematic as the school of constructivism explicitly aims to challenge other theories of

international relations with a more complex understanding of the impact of norms and ideas.

Therefore, the dominant question has to be accompanied by the question; In what ways do

implementers' understanding of norms affect how international decision-making is practised?

Some scholars have recognised this pattern, such as Stålgren (2006), who have developed a

theoretical framework for understanding in which ways implementers' construction of reality

affects the outcome of international decisions. Stålgren argues that there is a risk of

transformation of the ideational core, or core norms, of an international regime when it is

implemented in a domestic environment. His theory contributes to the dominant theory of

constructivism with a well-needed understanding of the importance to include the people who

realise politics. However, the understanding of how norms can be transformed, or

unsuccessfully transferred, in implementation has only focused on the conflict between

international decision-making and domestic implementation. Theoretically, the risk of

unsuccessful norm transfer would be minimised if the international decision was of bilateral

nature, and the domestic implementation included labour from both involved countries, such

as Bai Bang.

I aim to develop Stålgrens (2006) theory and deepen his theoretical understanding of

mechanisms behind transformation processes in implementation. Using the critical case Bai

Bang paper mill is analytically interesting as its premises for norm transfer are ideal from
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Stålgrens' theoretical assumptions. Analysing Bai Bang can therefore contribute with a new

perspective to Stålgrens theory.

This study has societal relevance, both from a historical perspective, with Bai Bang being a

controversial project in a remarkable historical setting, as well as relevant for modern aid, as

imported labour is a well-used implementation strategy for e.g. Chinese aid. For the field of

political science and international relations, this study also bears relevance, as it combines

political scientists' emphasis on political delegation and implementation, with international

relations' understanding of norms' role in international politics. Developing theory that

combines these perspectives contributes to a deeper theoretical understanding of norm

transfer in international contexts.

Objective

The objective of this study is to develop Stålgrens (2006) theory with a new perspective; how

imported labour affects norm transfer in idea-driven projects. To achieve this, I conduct an

empirical field study of how the solidarity norm was understood, and practised, in

implementation of the bilateral aid project Bai Bang. In analysing my empirical results, my

goal is to answer two questions of issue:

Q1: In what ways does importing labour from the donor country affect norm transfer

in idea-driven bilateral aid?

Q2: What mechanisms can explain cases of unsuccessful norm transfer?

Outlines

This paper opens with a historical background of the case, Bai Bang, as well as its political

ideational context, focusing on solidarity. This section provides the reader with a basic

historical understanding of the case and its setting. A section about theories and previous

research follows, in which the overall constructivist perspective, as well as Stålgrens theory,

is presented. This section also includes Miller's (2017) definition of ‘solidarity among’, later

used in my operationalisations. Positioning of the study within previous research answers the

question of Bai Bang - a case of what?. In this section, I argue why my case is relevant, and

what it can contribute with to the previous field of research. Furthermore, I present my

research design. Starting this section with a brief conclusion of my method, followed by the

operationalisation of theory and concepts. I present my data and discuss potential problems
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and limitations, as well as ethical considerations, with my methodology. Results are later

presented, starting with my empirical results, where I map how the solidarity norm was

transferred in the Bai Bang project. This mapping is later used as an analytical tool to enable

theory development of Stålgrens theory, in the analysis section. The paper ends with a

conclusion of the empirical and analytical findings, a brief discussion of my main

shortcomings as well as contributions to future research.

Historical Background

Bai Bang

On the 26th of November 1982, the ribbon-cutting ceremony at Bai Bang took place.

Swedish assistance for this bilateral development aid project began in 1970 and lasted for 25

years, as the Swedish influence wasn't fully phased-out until 1995. Today the paper mill is

fully Vietnamese-owned and successfully running. The total cost of the project landed at SEK

2.8 billion, which is an extensive increase from the original SEK 770 million budget (Sida

1999).

Sida describes that “there was from the beginning a presumption of solidarity and equality in

the aid relationship despite extreme material inequalities” (1999, p.265). In line with this

idea, the Swedes had a recipient-oriented approach to the project, and therefore let the

recipients, the Vietnamese, have direct influence over decision-making. The idea of a paper

mill was therefore fully a Vietnamese decision (Sida 2002). The plan was set in motion

though many technical considerations were made, as Sida worried that the project was

impossible to carry out. There was a fear that the political aspirations would lead to the

project ending up as a “rusting monument to the notion of Swedish–Vietnamese solidarity”

(1999, p.45), fearing that visions may have prevailed over rationality in planning the project.

Bai Bang is the first example in history where western labour was imported to the donor

country and worked together to implement an aid project. The objective of importing

Swedish personnel was twofold. Firstly, it was believed to have a practical function of

streamlining the construction of the mill, by transferring knowledge from so-called Swedish

experts. Secondly, importing labour was a political expression of social-democratic ideas of

solidarity and equality. Solidarity was seen as the means to achieve international justice, and
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importing labour to work side-by-side, as equals to the Vietnamese, was a way to embody

this idea (Sida 1999).

Sweden sent, over the course of the 25 years of involvement, thousands of workers to Bai

Bang. These included personnel on every level, from construction workers to chief managers.

On the Vietnamese side, there was a lack of skilled labour after the war, and the workers were

to a large extent uneducated. The Bai Bang project was therefore an educational project,

transferring knowledge by educating paper industry workers, rather than solely a

paper-producing project (Sida 1999).

Today Bai Bang consists of an entire town with, according to Wikipedia, over 20 000

inhabitants, and the mill produces almost twofold what it was originally set out to produce

(Bãi Bằng. 2021). The project has had a substantial impact on the regional economy, and to

this day provides social benefits from multiple aspects, both for the workers there today, for

the region, and for Vietnam as a whole (Sida 2002). Today, 40 years after the ribbon-cutting

ceremony, Bai Bang paper mill is arguably a long-term success.

Solidarity & Swedish Social-Democracy

The solidarity movement was an international movement expressing solidarity with the

Vietnamese victims of the war. The basic assumption was that Third World countries were

subject to exploitation by an imperialist world order. Solidarity in political and economic

terms was seen as a means to improve the situation (Sida 1999).

The idea behind the solidarity movement sprung from socialist theory, with an emphasis on

collectivism above individualism. Rothstein describes solidarity as “the sum of political

practices that increase equality in people’s life chances'' (2017, p.300), similar to the aim of

socialist ideology. Early socialist theory mainly advocated solidarity within a certain class,

which by the classic sociologist Durkheim is called mechanical solidarity (Giddens & Sutton

2013).

Solidarity is closely connected with social democratic ideology in Sweden (Bergman 2006).

Olof Palme (1972) even stated that “Social democracy means solidarity”. Bergman (2015)

describes that the term solidarity historically has, during the social democratic rule in
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Sweden, been a national concept of international politics, rather than an unattainable ideal

reserved for fellow citizens alone. However, international solidarity is by social democrats as

what Durkheim calls organic, rather than mechanical, meaning that solidarity can be

expressed between individuals that aren't necessarily homogeneous in the sense that they

belong to the same class, but as sympathy and cohesion between all humans (Giddens &

Sutton 2013). This idea of borderless international solidarity has historically defined a social

democratic ideal of international politics.

Theory & Previous Research

Constructivism

Realists believe the international arena to be anarchic (in contrast to states), and therefore

fully explains all international behaviour therefore by the ambition of gaining power. Power

is seen as material, and relative to other countries. Realists have the fundamental assumption

that people's perceptions are fixed, allowing them to make rational choices in a world that is

objectively defined (Stålgren 2006).

Constructivism, or social constructivism, sprung from a critique of the realist perspective of

international relations. Constructivists instead assume that power is relational. This

perspective explicitly sets out to theorise processes whereby reality perceptions are formed.

Social identity is therefore central in constructivism, and norms and ideas are tools to

understand how social identity is formed (Stålgren 2006). Constructivists claim that only by

combining an understanding of rationality, with an understanding of norms, ideals, and social

identity, can we fully explain international politics (Finnemore & Sikkink 1998).

Stålgren’s Theory of Domestic Transformation Processes

The theoretic framework of constructivism is fitting for understanding how norms are

implemented in international projects for two main reasons. Firstly, as the implementation of

international decisions takes place domestically, it is necessary to build theories that

incorporate international and national politics in the same analysis. The theoretical standpoint

for constructivists, that the international arena isn't anarchic, allows constructivists to break

the realist division between domestic and international politics. Secondly, as constructivism
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does not share realism's fixed definition of individuals' perceptions from rational choice

theory, it opens up to the idea that implementers' construction of reality is at all relevant to

assess (Stålgren 2006).

There is an assumption in dominant constructivist literature that norms are pre-constituted by

the decision-makers, rather than able to be re-constituted by implementers. Critical to this,

Stålgren (2006) contributes with a new theory on how to understand how norms and ideas

matter in the implementation stage of policies, through constructivist glasses. More closely,

Stålgren (2006) is interested in how domestic actors can transform the original ideas of

international regimes. The author argues that international regimes, which are developed by

international experts and policy-makers, have a certain ideational core of norms and

principles. There is “the possibility that when an international regime spreads from one social

context to the next it can be given a different social meaning by the actors in the new context”

(p.36). In other words, the domestic constructions of reality pose a threat to successful norm

transfer.

Stålgren (2006) describes the dominant view in international political theory on the domestic

implementation of international regimes as illustrated in figure 1, whereas his theory of

domestic transformation processes is illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 1: Causal Links in Dominant Constructivist Theory

Figure 2: Causal Links in Stålgrens Theory of Domestic Transformation Processes
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Stålgren (2006) presents an empirical study of a case of domestic implementation of

international water reforms (IWRM in Zimbabwe), where he examines examples of

transformed understanding of international regime and its behavioural implications (the two

latter variables in figure 2). From these results, he analyses the nature of domestic

transformation processes (interacting variable in figure 2). Stålgrens's empirical results are

convincing, as he shows multiple examples where the international regime has been

transformed by its interpretation of domestic actors, which has led to different behavioural

implications.

Miller's Definition of Solidarity Among

Solidarity as a concept builds on the idea of collaboration and community. It's a sense of

doing something together, not for, contrasting to charity. Using NEs definition, solidarity

means “cohesion between people within a group, class, nation or throughout the world with

readiness for mutual help.” (2022).

Literature distinguishes between ‘solidarity with’ and ‘solidarity among’ (originated by

Onora O’Neill 1996), where ‘solidarity with’ a group is defined as “identifying with them

emotionally, trying to imagine what it must be like to be in their place, and then taking

symbolic or practical steps to help them” (p.63). In contrast, ‘solidarity among’ is a group of

people united by relations of solidarity, that is, a group that practises the norm of solidarity

(Miller 2017).

Miller (2017) describes that a necessary prerequisite for ‘solidarity among’ is a shared sense

of being a social group with distinguishing features that bind the group together. As

solidarity is a feature in relationships between persons, it is necessary to define who does, and

who does not, belong to the social group.

Solidarity has instrumental values when practised successfully. The first instrumental value of

‘solidarity among’ is that it constrains inequality. Solidarity has implications on how

resources are distributed within the group. A high level of solidarity within a group,

therefore, increases equality.
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A second instrumental value of ‘solidarity among’, is that practising the norm protects

vulnerable members. As solidarity limits inequality within the group, it guarantees its

members do not fall below “a locally-defined threshold of neediness” (Miller 2017, p.65). A

distinct feature of solidarity is that members express mutual concern and mutual aid with

each other within the group. “A person in a relation of solidarity with another is saddened

when the latter runs into trouble, and glad when she does well. And this translates into

obligations of mutual aid, so solidarity is shown by defending and assisting the person who

has got into difficulties.” (p.63). It is however important to point out that mutual aid and

mutual concern are not synonymous with reciprocity, as members do help each other even

when they can't assume that the person in question will be able to reciprocate. Mutual aid and

mutual concern, without the demand of reciprocity, therefore guarantee the protection of

vulnerable members.

Thirdly, successfully practising solidarity among a social group will foster social trust. That

is, as people in a solidar environment identify with each other, and express concern to each

other, trust arises naturally. This is beneficial as collective action problems are easier solved

in a social group with high levels of social trust (Miller 2017).

The last instrumental value of solidarity is an acknowledgement of collective responsibility, as

in the group accepts collective responsibility for what its members do. Not necessarily

legally, but morally, in the sense that those who belong to solidaristic groups are expected to

accept responsibility for the actions of individual members (Miller 2017 p.65).

To summarise, fulfilling the necessary prerequisite for solidarity, having features that bind

members together, in combination with successfully practising the four instrumental values of

solidarity, constrained inequality, protection of vulnerable members, fostering of social trust

as well as acknowledgement of collective responsibility, indicates high levels of solidarity

among the group.
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Positioning of the Study Within Previous Research

Bai Bang – a Case of What?

From a theoretical point of view, one could explain Bai Bang paper mill as an idea-driven

project, built on the norm of solidarity. This norm aimed to permeate the entire design of the

project, being transferred from decision-making (‘solidarity with’ the Vietnamese) to

implementation (‘solidarity among’ the implementers).

The project was driven by Vietnam's and Sweden's bilateral development cooperation, and

the implementation process did not only include actors in the recipient country, but imported

labour from the donor country as well. The chain of delegation of my case vs. Stålgrens case

could be compared as illustrated in figure 3.

Figure 3: Comparison of the Delegation Chains in Cases IWRM vs. Bai Bang

Contribution to Previous Research

Stålgren’s (2006) theory is compatible with the Bai Bang case mainly because of two reasons.

Firstly, Stålgren's theory contributes a framework on how to understand norm transfer, which

is suitable as Bai Bang is a highly idea-driven project. Secondly, Stålgren's theory motivates

the importance of focusing on implementation rather than decision-making, which makes it

analytically interesting to focus on imported labour as an implementation strategy.

Bai Bang is a critical case, as the premises of Bai Bang should, from Stålgrens's (2006)

theoretical point of view, be ideal for minimal transformation of the core norms. That is since

the decision-making process was bilateral, and both of the involved partners were represented
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in implementation, domestic construction of reality would play a minimal threat to norm

transfer. Analysing this empirical case allows me to test this assumption, as well as explain

potential cases of unsuccessful norm transfer, beyond Stålgrens explanations.

As this study has theory-developing ambitions, cumulativity is central. This study will

contribute to future research with a deeper understanding of norm transfer in aid projects in

general, and the effect of imported labour in particular.

Research Design

Method

This study consists of an empirical study as well as an analysis. The empirical results aim to

map how the norm (solidarity) was transferred from bilateral level to implementation level in

my case (Bai Bang). This mapping is used as an analytical tool in my analysis, which aims to

develop theory by answering my two questions of issue; In what ways does importing labour

from the donor country affect norm transfer in idea-driven bilateral aid? And, What

mechanisms can explain cases of unsuccessful norm transfer?

I chose a qualitative approach in my empirical study, as qualitative research is useful when

the objective is to gain a deeper understanding of the mechanisms behind a phenomenon,

suiting my objective. The qualitative approach is also useful when researching abstract and

complex units such as norms, as they are difficult to statistically measure. Conducting data

via informant interviews is fitting as I want to complement existing information with material

specifically designed for my study.

The goal of my operationalization is to achieve high internal validity. I achieve this by,

firstly, operationalising my theory by constructing a figure over the causal links of norm

transfer (figure 4). My theoretical assumptions of how variables are causally linked also

match my interview guide (appendix 3) and my analytical tool (vertical columns in figure 5),

to avoid systematic errors. Secondly, I operationalize the concept of solidarity. To achieve

conceptual precision, I use Miller's (2017) definition of ‘solidarity among’, which concludes

in five elements that together provide an exhaustive precision of solidarity. I adapt these five
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elements of solidarity when constructing my analytical tool (horizontal lines in figure 5), to

ensure that the theoretical definitions are consistent with the operational indicator.

The mapping of the empirical results will later be used as the analytical tool for my analysis.

The objective of my analysis is to develop Stålgrens (2006) theory, by answering my two

questions of issue. I aim to contribute to previous research by having a cumulative analysis

with high external validity.

Operationalization of Theory

I construct a figure over the causal links of norm transfer in bilateral aid (figure 4). This

figure is constructed from Stålgrens's (2006) theory but reconstructed to fit my context of

interest. The parentheses indicate that a transformation process may take place, in which case

the understanding of the norm is transformed, resulting in unsuccessful norm transfer. This

process may also not take place, resulting in successful norm transfer, as illustrated without

parentheses. My theory is therefore open to empirical results of both natures, in contrast to

Stålgren who had the objective to only find examples where this transformation process had

taken place.

Figure 4: Causal Links of Theory of Norm Transfer in Bilateral Projects

(version of Stålgren 2006: Figure 2 & 3, made by author)

As I assume this causal chain, I can assess norm transfer from examples of understanding of

norm and its behavioural implication. I construct my interview guide thematically from these
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two variables (appendix 3), as well as my mapping tool (vertical columns in figure 5). I

argue, in similarity to Stålgren, that the interacting variable, transformation process, is best

operationalized by analysing examples of the two latter variables.

Operationalization of Concepts

I limited the focus to solely the norm of solidarity, more specifically ‘solidarity among’.

‘Solidarity among’ is useful as it defines solidarity as a concept, without confusing it with the

forces that may help to create it, or with the policies through which it may be expressed.

Miller's (2017) theoretical definition of ‘solidarity among’ contributes with the conceptual

precision needed for effective operationalization. By deconstructing his definition of

solidarity, I define five elements that together include every element of the concept of

solidarity. These five elements are used to construct my mapping tool (horizontal lines in

figure 5).

Element of solidarity (Transformed) Understanding of
meaning

Behavioural implication

Features that bind members
Together

Constraining inequality

Protecting vulnerable members

Fostering trust

Acknowledging collective
responsibility

Figure 5: Analytical Mapping Tool of Transfer of the Solidarity Norm

Data

My method of collecting data consists of nine informant interviews of central actors in the

implementation of the Bai Bang project. I conducted all interviews with my research partner,

who asks the interviewees separate questions relating to her individual research. I also

compliment my collected data with other material in my empirical results, mainly from Sida.
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In my interviews, centrality includes all actors who had directly worked with the

implementation of the project between the years 1970 (when the Swedish assistance began)

and 1995 (when the Swedish influence was fully phased out). As I am interested in the

impact of imported labour, it was also a necessary prerequisite that all interviewees worked

directly together with colleagues of the other nationality. I use a strategic selection of

interviewees, with the ambition to have a large variety of interviewees to get maximal

information and minimise the risk of losing an important informational source. Both Swedish

and Vietnamese workers, as well as both female and male workers, were interviewed as they

could be expected to contribute with different information, often working within separate

expertise (figure 6). The interviewees also held different positions at various parts of the Bai

Bang project, as they could be expected to contribute different information. The interviewees'

involvement in the Bai Bang project (appendix 2) as well as a complete list of interviewees

(appendix 1),  can be found in the appendices.

Nationality Gender Interview type Interview setting

Female Male Individual Pair In person Digitally

Swedish 2 3 3 2 1 4

Vietnamese 1 3 2 2 4 0

Figure 6: Individual Interview Details1

The interviews had a semi-structured nature to allow flexibility in the discussions. The

interview guide consists of background questions, thematic questions, as well as a concluding

question (appendix 3). The thematic questions included associated examples, which were

constructed to be as open as possible, only serving the purpose to give the interviewee a

better idea of what I intend with my questions without being leading. The interview guide

was also adapted to the position the interviewee held, with personalised questions according

to the interviewee's expertise, in order to achieve as much relevant information as possible.

Considerations

A challenge for all qualitative research is the cost, as interviews are time-consuming. I cannot

claim to conduct all examples of norm transfer from my empirical results, as I had both

1 All interviews with Swedish interviewees were held in Swedish, while all interviews with Vietnamese
interviewees were held in English
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limited time and budget for conducting interviews. I work to minimise the risk of missing

important aspects by interviewing actors with different expertise, who together can paint a

general picture of the project.

Further, without quantitative elements in research, it is not possible to make level estimations.

I can therefore not claim to reach a conclusion on whether my case had more or less

successful norm transfer than Stålgrens. However, I can reach conclusions on how imported

labour affected norm transfer, and therefore provide a deeper understanding of these

mechanisms, which I would not have been able to with a quantitative method.

As I relate to my interviewees as sources of information, a source-critical approach is

required (Esaiasson et al. 2017). A substantial source-critical risk with my informant

interviews is contemporaneity. The Swedish-Vietnamese collaboration ended in 1995,

meaning that my interviewees share information that they recollect from memory. This

proves a vital risk of interviewees misremembering, or forgetting relevant information. This

is also a risk of sentimentality, a perfected picture of reality. To handle this problem, I

compliment my data with other, less recently collected, data. This data is mainly from Sida,

who has summarised an extensive amount of information in their evaluations of the project

(1999; 2002), which does not run the same risk of contemporaneity. Tendency is another

source critical challenge, as persons with a positive experience of the Bai Bang project may

be more willing to be interviewed. Tendency is counteracted in interviewing actors believed

to have different tendencies, which was achieved as I interviewed actors that held different

positions at the project, different nationalities and genders. On the other hand, one positive

effect of interviewing actors no longer involved in the project is that it makes them

independent from the project. Having independence from the project can be believed to make

the actors more willing to share critical points of view.

I offer the interviewee to use an interpreter2, as there is a language barrier when interviewing

Vietnamese persons. Offering to include an interpreter is preferable for source-critical

reasons, as language barriers risks limiting the conversation, as well as for ethical reasons, as

I give the interviewee power to decide what was more comfortable for them. In qualitative

studies, ethical considerations are particularly important due to the in-depth nature of the

2 No one requested an interpreter
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study process, which is even more so relevant as my field study takes place in a cultural

setting.

It is preferable, from a source-critical perspective, not to do anonymous interviewees, as it

discredits the authenticity of the data. However, for ethical reasons, the interviewees are

offered anonymity (Mohd Arifin, 2018)3. As there is no freedom of speech in Vietnam, it is

also of high importance to reflect on what type of questions to exclude from interviews with

the Vietnamese. I do not include any questions of a politically sensitive nature, and as my

topic of this paper is historical, I also take into consideration the potential feelings the

historical aspects could awaken for the interviewee. Another limitation when interviewing

Vietnamese about this particular project is goodwill and gratitude towards Swedes. Myself,

being Swedish, can therefore prove source-critically problematic, as the interviewees may

share an over-positive picture of the project with me, compromising my neutrality as an

interviewer.

Informed consent and voluntary participation are other central aspects of ethical

considerations (Mohd Arifin, 2018). Participation is fully voluntary when the interviewee is

correctly informed of what is needed from them and has the competence and the power of

freedom to decide whether they want to participate or decline. Therefore, I explain broadly

what my subject of interest is, what type of questions I will ask and what role the

interviewees will have in my research before I ask the interviewee for consent.

Results
The empirical results provide examples of both successful transfer of the solidarity norm,

(figure 7), as well as examples of unsuccessful transfer of the solidarity norm (figure 8),

separately presented. When analysing these empirical results, I answer the two questions of

issue; In what ways does importing labour from the donor country affect norm transfer in

idea-driven bilateral aid? And, What mechanisms can explain cases of unsuccessful norm

transfer?

3 No one requested anonymity
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Empirical Results – Successful Norm Transfer

Features that bind members together:

Features that bound members together do, at first glance, appear as limited. The preconditions

for the Swedish and Vietnamese workers were fundamentally different. In the early

construction phase of the project, the Vietnamese workers at Bai Bang were recruited shortly

after the end of the Second Indo-China war. These workers had no experience in paper

production, often with backgrounds as simple rice farmers and military. The Swedish

workers, however, were experienced and educated paper workers. Additionally, the

economical background of the wealthy Swedes and the extreme poverty in Vietnam at this

time meant large material differences between the nationalities. And furthermore, the two

groups came from widely different cultures, creating culture clashes and language barriers.

Combined, these conditions resulted in initial difficulties in identifying as one united group.

However, the project did from many aspects manage to overcome these initial hardships, as

the social group grew closer and started identifying as a team. The overall picture today is

that there was a shared sense that all actors in the project were part of a common social

group, and that the project is a joint result of the two nationalities, as the Swedes and the

Vietnamese saw each other as partners who worked together.

“This [the project] was impossible from all aspects, to turn rice farmers into

process workers in a day or two, to exaggerate a bit. Bai Bang laid straight

out in a rice field. It is a miracle that it is there, and it is the joint result of

the Swedes and the Vietnamese.”
- Eva Lindskog, Program Manager (translated)

One example that shows that the group identified as one is that they formed their own

language, The Bai Bang language (Baibangska in Swedish or tiếng Bãi Bằng in Vietnamese),

a combination of simple words in Swedish, Vietnamese and English, used for personal

communication between the nationalities (Nguyen 2015). The main binding feature grew to

be professional pride, as the project was seen as an educational project.

Constraining inequality:

There are examples of how ideas about constraining inequality were successfully transferred

from the bilateral state level to implementation. For example, the Vietnamese were formally
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higher in hierarchy in the sense that the Vietnamese were superior decision-makers. This

shows that the so-called recipient-orientation on the bilateral state level was also present in

implementation. Orientation to the recipients of aid is in line with the solidarity ideal, as aid

and concern are to be expressed for those in need without the demand of reciprocity. The

Swedish workers had the sole purpose of educating and assisting, as transfer-of-knowledge

worked as the key objective of Bai Bang. The Swedes went under the title advisors or

Swedish experts. They were there, formally, to teach the Vietnamese, which was a necessity

to educate the Vietnamese workforce, and is in line with the recipient-orientated approach.

“Without the support, on the technical side, it wouldn't have been easy. You

can not simply give a Volvo truck to a farmer. You needed to teach them

how to use it.”
- Nguyễn Công Phương, Sub-Project Manager

Even if the Swedes and the Vietnamese had two different formal roles, the design of the work

method shows clear ambitions of practising the idea of working as equals, which was

successfully transferred in implementation. This was demonstrated as all workers had

counterparts of the other nationality. In practice, that meant that the imported labour included

all types of workers, managers as well as floor-level workers, who worked side-by-side with

the Vietnamese. This design indicates an equal relationship, and a sense of doing something

together, which is in line with the solidarity norm.

Protecting vulnerable members:

In protecting vulnerable members, a relatively high threshold of neediness was guaranteed,

which indicates successful norm transfer. The Swedish workers were not charity workers in

the sense that the work was paid, which guaranteed these workers a secure income. For the

Vietnamese workers, the employment at Bai Bang was managed by the state, which gave the

workers a low, yet relatively secure, salary.

“In Vietnam in the 1980s, you could only get your income from two

dominant employers: state-owned enterprises and cooperatives. Getting a

job from the state was almost like winning the lottery. This meant social
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benefits that only the successful cooperatives could afford, such as parental

leave and pensions.”
- Eva Lindskog, Program Manager  (translated)

Vietnam had, before the so-called Doi Moi economic reforms in the 1980s, a central planning

system, which meant that the salaries were the same for Vietnamese workers at Bai Bang

compared to other state-owned enterprises. Sida describes that “Vietnamese authorities did

not want the workers at Bai Bang to be privileged just because they worked at a capitalist

project.” (1999, p.168). However, the Doi Mot reforms changed Vietnam from a communist

plan economy to a Vietnamese-styled capitalist market, which meant that the definition of

equal changed (Fforde & De Vylder 1996). The changes brought by the Doi Moi reforms

favoured the Bai Bang workers who got special support measures and bonuses in comparison

with workers at other enterprises. Overall, the Swedish management was more compatible

with the new economical system, and the Doi Moi reforms benefited the project drastically,

improving the chances for successful norm transfer.

As the employment was managed separately on the Swedish and the Vietnamese side, one

could ask if the Swedes had the means to interfere with the Vietnamese working conditions.

Sida (1999 p.166) described the labour process as “a Vietnamese responsibility and a Swedish

concern”, illustrating that it was in Sweden's interest, yet not fully in their authority, to assure

solidar working conditions for all workers. There are however examples of when the Swedish

side managed to step in to protect vulnerable Vietnamese members of the social group.

One example of when the Swedish side made successful efforts to protect vulnerable

Vietnamese workers was a program to raise the living standards of forestry workers. Rumours

circulated that Bai Bang were utilising forced labour among forestry workers, which received

large political attention in Sweden (Sida, 1999). Sida was committed to guarantee good living

standards for all involved workers, as a prerequisite for continued aid to the Bai Bang project.

A report was therefore made, covering the conditions of the Vietnamese forestry workers, and a

special fund was set up to guarantee the forestry workers living standards.

“A special fund of money was established to improve the living conditions

of forest workers, and I administered it together with my Vietnamese
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counterpart. It was a tool to ensure that the Vietnamese workers had good

living conditions. [...] Yes, the forestry-workers were forcibly recruited. But

not as the rumours of communist forced labour assumed. The young

workers were, in reality, forced by their fathers.”
- Eva Lindskog, Program Manager (translated)

Another dimension of protecting vulnerable Vietnamese members was by taking action

against bad behaviour from the Swedish workers. A non-tolerance against Swedes taking

advantage of their social and economical status was necessary to counteract norm violations

created by the fact that Swedish workers were present.

“In the first two months, I sent home I think six Swedes after they had

broken clear rules. One of them was that they had women in his house. I

don't think it was their personal attractiveness that made the women come to

them, but I think they attracted these women with other things. [...] These

workers took advantage of their better economy and higher status as

Swedes. I can say that in the first two months I sent home six. For the

remaining two years, I didn't have to send anyone home.”
- Sigvard Bahrke, Chief Advisor at Scan Management (translated)

The Swedes were also, in some cases, vulnerable. The extreme poverty in Vietnam during the

1970s and 1980s made the environment unsafe for the foreign workers. The Swedes,

therefore, lived in a separate area, called the Swedish camp, surrounded by a gate with strictly

limited access for the Vietnamese.

“Of course, you can see the living standards are a little bit different

[between the Swedish and Vietnamese workers]. But when the swedes come

to Vietnam, they walk, do and eat like us, they don’t care about it. Even

when we didn’t have a spoon, the Swedes ate with hands like us. They had

to live separately, to assure safety for the Swedish.”
- Phạm Văn Thòi, Interpreter
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Fostering social trust:

The extreme circumstantial inequalities between the Swedes and the Vietnamese were also a

challenge for social trust. The differences in social backgrounds lead to initial hardships in

building social trust in the personal relationship between the workers. These hardships were

however overcome, and social trust was built in time.

“At that time, the Vietnamese were quite secretive. We were Westerners. We

were not East Germans or Soviets. [...] But the cooperation went better and

better with time.”
- Kurt Bergström, Sub-Project Manager (translated)

Nguyen (2016, p.42) argues that “The long and actual engagement of both sides contributed

to forming and changing the tones and limits of trust”. Communication was the largest

challenge for trust, but also part of the solution, as creative solutions to some communicative

challenges were found, such as the earlier mentioned Bai Bang language.

Acknowledging collective responsibility:

The prerequisites for acknowledging collective responsibility were arguably less challenging,

as the project benefited from the Vietnamese tradition of teamwork. Vietnam's collectivistic

culture favoured the premises of practising collective responsibility.

“A favourable Vietnamese background in the Bai Bang project is that they

are good at organising because they have to cooperate in growing rice, and

the whole village has to agree on things. They have a tradition where

everyone cooperates, for example between villages, this is not the case in

Africa.”
- Sigvard Bahrke, Chief Advisor at Scan Management  (translated)

Summary:

To summarise, examples of successful norm transfer are identified in all five elements of

solidarity. Features that bind the members together were initially few, but the social group did

start to identify as one. Constraining inequality, protecting vulnerable members and fostering

social trust, where all three elements were challenging to practise due to context, but

examples are found where these challenges have been overcome, in all three elements.
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Acknowledging collective responsibility, however, was an ideal present in the project from the

very beginning.

Element of Solidarity Understanding of meaning Behavioural implication

Features that bind
members together

The social group including everyone
in implementation

Identifying as one social group,
overcoming initial hardships

Swedes and Vietnamese as partners

Seeing Bai Bang as an educational
project

Professional pride as the binding
feature

Constraining inequality Recipient-orientation: Focusing on
those in need of assistance

The Vietnamese being formally higher
in hierarchy

Swedes as advisors

Equality in the work relationship
between Swedes and Vietnamese

Counterpart work method

Protecting vulnerable
members

Guaranteeing that no member fall
below a locally defined threshold of
neediness

Relatively secure income for workers

Fund to improve the living-standards
of the forestry workers

Non-tolerance of persons taking
advantage of their superior status

Firing bad-behaving Swedish workers

Assuring a safe living environment Building a separate housing area for
the swedes

Fostering social trust Building good relationships between
the Swedes and the Vietnamese

Finding solutions to communicative
problems

Overcoming prejudices and hostility
against the other nationality

Acknowledging
collective responsibility

Team-work approach Benefitting from the Vietnamese
collectivistic culture

Figure 7: Map of Successful Transfer of the Solidarity Norm

Empirical Results – Unsuccessful Norm Transfer

Features that bind members together:

The basic assumption that solidarity worked as a core norm present in implementation was

actually not the main binding feature for the involved actors. The main feature that bound the

members together was instead, as earlier stated, professional pride.
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“I took the job to create a good Vietnamese paper mill, not for any love of

Vietnam or anything like that. It was as a professional, my professional

pride, that I joined the project. Not as a philanthropist.”
-Sigvard Bahrke, Chief Advisor at Scan Management (translated)

The project was, in implementation, seen as an educational project rather than a solidarity

project. However, some individuals were there because of political reasons, but they were in

minority.

“I want to downplay the solidarity aspect, it existed in Sweden but not so

much with the Swedes in Vietnam. But there was an enormous professional

pride among the Swedes, on the other hand, which was driving the Swedes.

[…] They [the Swedish experts] were not in Vietnam because they were

swept along by some wave of solidarity. And it took me a while to figure

that out. I felt quite alone, I was carried by this wave of solidarity, but the

Swedes I met did not. They were there because of their profession. [...] My

frustration started with the fact that I had almost no friends there who

thought like me. But then, after a while, my frustration began to turn

towards Sweden and those who had supported Vietnam in Sweden, I

thought Where are you?”
- Eva Lindskog, Program Manager (translated)

As the norm was not an explicit ideal, the Swedes did not always see it as their responsibility

to practise the solidarity norm, and, therefore, chose to not interfere in the Vietnamese

management.

“Sometimes you noticed a slowness that was difficult for us to understand.

There was a surveillance culture and quite a lot of intrigue and stuff. There

was a game that we didn't really have insight into, and that we probably

didn't always care about because we didn't understand it. [...] We didn't

know how the communist game worked. Sometimes things happened that

you didn't understand. But we didn't get to the bottom of it, as perhaps we

should have done.”
- Sigvard Bahrke, Chief Advisor at Scan Management (translated)
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Not seeing members of the other nationality as a collective responsibility could also be due to

regarding the Swedes and the Vietnamese as two separate social groups. The Swedes and the

Vietnamese were, de facto, separate as they had separate recruitment and separate living area,

which meant that they were two separate working groups. The extreme differences in

economical, cultural and historical background between the nationalities were socially

undeniable, and personal relationships between the two nationalities were restricted, which

meant that they also were two separate social groups.

Constraining inequality:

There are also examples where transferring, and practising, the idea of constraining inequality

was unsuccessful. The Vietnamese were, as earlier stated, formally higher in hierarchy.

However, in practice, the Swedes were informally higher in hierarchy, having high social

status. The inherent inequality in the aid relationship, that the Swedes were aid-givers, and

the Vietnamese were aid-receivers, was a challenging prerequisite for creating an equal

relationship.

Another inherent conflict in the nature of this aid relationship is that of the Swedes as

supposed advisors, there solely with the objective to teach and help, when there at the same

time was a Sida-financed project, that had an economic interest of having an effective

implementation. This contributed to the division that the Swedes were aid-givers, instead of

partners, to the Vietnamese and created an inequality in the relationship, and was in conflict

with the recipient-orientation.

“It was said that all the Swedes were there as advisors, but it didn't really

turn out that way because we had a production requirement on us. We were

responsible for making sure everything was done.”
- Karl Bergman, Painter (translated)

Some efforts to constrain inequality were unsuccessful due to the Vietnamese social hierarchy.

One example was gender inequality, as women, in Vietnamese culture, are socially and

psychologically subordinate to the man. Some efforts to constrain gender inequality could not

be implemented at Bai Bang, as it threatened hierarchical male superiority.
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“Around the factory, several girls were trained to drive various slightly

heavier machines. The Vietnamese could not accept that women did this

job, even though it turned out that the girls drove more gently and

economically than the men. Less machine-work and more manual labour

ment lower status, meaning the women could be allowed to do it.”
- Eva Lindskog, Program Manager (translated)

Protecting vulnerable members:

The collectivistic Vietnamese culture provided, as earlier stated, good preconditions for

collective responsibility at Bai Bang. However, Vietnamese culture was collectivistic to such

a degree that it sometimes compromised the opportunity to protect vulnerable members, as

Vietnamese individuals didn't have the means to express their need for protection or oppose

authorities.

“In the Vietnamese language, you constantly define yourself, psychologi-

cally and socially, in relation to the other. [...] A young girl especially, but

also a young boy, has never learned to think What do I want, how do I

feel?”
- Eva Lindskog, Program Manager (translated)

Fostering social trust:

In fostering social trust within the group, language barriers were a real challenge that the

project did not make enough effort to overcome, as it was a shortage of interpreters. In 1976,

there were only four Vietnamese interpreters together with 60 - 70 Swedes and some hundred

Vietnamese working on the project (Nguyen 2016). Moreover, the interpreters only had a

technical function and did therefore not improve the opportunities to build personal

relationships and social trust.

“Some interpreters were political bureaucrats, so we Swedes didn't really

trust the interpreters. They were only used for work-technical things.”
- Karl Bergman, Painter (translated)
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Another challenge for social trust was theft. Theft became a large challenge for the project,

not because of the costs but because of the time it took to replace the goods. Sida (1999)

describes that “In Vietnam, there was desperate poverty and a shortage of everything; in

contrast, Bai Bang represented seemingly boundless prosperity. The temptation seemed too

great for public corporations as well as for the poor local people.” (p.97-98). As a high level

of social trust is believed to counteract collective action problems, these results show that the

norm wasn’t successfully practised.

“A lot of wood was stolen from the factory. [...] In order to prevent theft, we

set up a barbed wire fence all around the area, in the usual Western fashion.

But after just two days, they had stolen the barbed wire. Then a few days

passed and the nearby village lit up. They had connected the village to the

factory's power plant with the help of the stolen barbed wire. Then they said

at a meeting that this is catastrophic, to work in a country where they steal

in that way. It's hopeless, we can't go on like this. And I said instead, We

have the privilege of making an effort out here with people who are so

brave, so inventive and so responsible towards their family, that they even

steal wire”.
- Sigvard Bahrke, Chief Advisor at Scan Management (translated)

Cooperative trust was arguably low throughout the entire project, mainly from the Swedish

side (Nguyen, 2016). An indication of low cooperative trust was evident at the last stage of

Swedish involvement, as at the phasing-out stage, the Swedes were resistant to withdraw their

influence.

“They [the Swedes] were afraid that if they go home, Bai bang won't run,

that we [the Vietnamese] can't run the factory. But when they stopped

working here we ran the mill smoothly and production went up. When they

went home, every month they called me and asked how Bai Bang was

going, and I answered: Bai Bang is going well, and production is going

great.”
- Dương Nguyên Thưởng, Paper Engineer & Principal of Vocational School

Summary:
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To summarise, examples were found of unsuccessful norm transfer, on all elements of

solidarity except acknowledgement of collective responsibility. The basic assumption that

solidarity worked as an explicit core norm was not the case in implementation, as professional

pride was the main binding feature of the group. Some efforts to constrain inequality, protect

vulnerable members and foster social trust failed, due to contextual boundaries or a lack of

knowledge on how to practise the norm in this context. There are also examples where there

was no effort to practise the norm, as the actors did not see it as their responsibility, or due to

a lack of motivation.

Element of solidarity Transformed understanding of
meaning

Behavioural implication

Features that bind
members together

Not seeing Bai Bang as a solidarity
project

Professional pride, not solidarity, being
the binding feature

Lack of motivation to implement the
norm

The Swedes and the Vietnamese
being two separate social groups

Swedes as aid-givers, Vietnamese as
aid-receivers

Swedes as informally higher in
hierarchy

Constraining inequality Promoting equality as long as it is not
in conflict with Vietnamese social
hierarchy

Failed efforts to constrain gender
inequality

Protecting vulnerable
members

Vietnamese collectivistic culture, no
individualism

No chance to oppose authorities

Fostering social trust Political suspiciousness over personal
relationships between Swedes and
Vietnamese

Restriction of private relationships
between the two nationalities

Monitored and constrained
communication

Not prioritising communicative trust,
shortage of interpreters

Counteracting collective action
problems by western methods

Not managing to successfully
counteract theft

Trusting one's own social group Low cooperative trust, Swedes not
trusting the Vietnamese ability to
manage after phase-out

Acknowledging
collective responsibility

no example no example

Figure 8: Map of Unsuccessful Transfer of the Solidarity Norm
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Analysis

Answering my first question of issue, In what ways does importing labour from the donor

country affect norm transfer in idea-driven bilateral aid?, I find multiple examples where

importing labour contributed to the successful transfer of the solidarity norm at Bai Bang.

The recipient-orientation and the counterpart work method demonstrate high levels of

solidarity and indicate that the norm was successfully transferred from the bilateral state level

to implementation. Having imported labour arguably helped protect vulnerable Vietnamese

members, as the presence of Swedish workers gave an insight into the project and more

control over the management. Overall, the project is described as a “joint result of the Swedes

and the Vietnamese” (Lindskog, 2022, 8 November), and its success is, at least partly, due to

the good and solidaric cooperation between the Swedish and Vietnamese workers, as equal

partners.

Many initial challenges for practising the solidarity norm were overcome over time. Whether

this is due to a successful norm transfer, or, if some of the success is explained by changes in

contextual factors in Vietnam, is not always easy to determine. For example, the prerequisites

for guaranteeing no member to fall below a threshold of neediness drastically changed by the

economic reforms referred to as Doi Moi, which also could have contributed to overcoming

the prejudices and hostility against the “capitalist swedes” that initially challenged building

social trust.

Moreover, some cases of successful norm transfer cannot at all be explained by imported

labour. For example, acknowledgement of collective responsibility arose naturally as it

benefitted from the collectivistic Vietnamese culture. This proves one example of when

implementing norms, the domestic setting could sometimes be profitable. This is one

perspective that Stålgren (2006) does not explore fully, as he focuses on the threat, not

possibilities, of the domestic context in implementation. I can therefore draw the conclusion

that practising the norm does not always indicate a successful norm transfer.

Following with the second question of issue, that is, what mechanisms can explain cases of

unsuccessful norm transfer?, one unexpected result is examples of unsuccessful norm transfer

due to imported labour. These results are surprising, as importing labour was theoretically

assumed to have a positive outcome on norm transfer. Such examples include cases when the
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Swedes did not understand the social domestic context, which led to the norm not being

practised, e.g. western solutions to prevent theft which were not effective in this context.

When importing labour, it is evident from my empirical results, that it is a necessity for the

imported labour to have a deep understanding of the context in which the norm is to be

practised. If the imported labour has a lack of knowledge of the domestic context, importing

labour risks not only providing solutions, but sometimes problems, for successful norm

transfer. The inherent conflict in the aid relationship, where one partner essentially is an

aid-giver, and one partner is an aid-receiver, challenged the efforts to achieve an equal

relationship needed for good and solidaric cooperation. This conflict exists on the bilateral

state level, as well as in implementation. Importing labour can also from this perspective be

challenging for successful norm transfer, as this conflict is transferred to the implementation.

When analysing the empirical results, it is evident that Stålgren's explanatory model proves

relevant in some of the cases of unsuccessful norm transfer, even if labour was imported from

the donor country. The conclusion can therefore be drawn that importing labour did not

overcome, or eliminate, the risks of transformation processes due to contextual factors. Three

such contextual factors that were not fully overcome are identified: The cultural context, the

political context and the economical context.

The cultural context, such as the social hierarchy and collectivistic culture in Vietnam, proved

a challenge to successfully constrain inequality and protect vulnerable Vietnamese members.

Efforts to constrain gender inequality were not compatible with the social hierarchy, and

protecting Vietnamese members was challenging when the Vietnamese didn’t have the

instruments to challenge social authorities.

The political context such as the central planning economy (before the Doi Moi reforms) and

the absence of freedom of speech, set unobtainable boundaries to successfully practise the

solidarity norm, especially efforts to constrain inequality and build social trust. The central

planning system limited the Swedish impact on Vietnamese salaries and living conditions,

and social trust was challenged by monitored conversations and restrictions on private

relationships. The extreme poverty in Vietnam also put boundaries for the successful

practising of the norm, which was not always managed. Collective action problems, such as

theft, arose in this environment and weren’t fully counteracted by building social trust.
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Stålgren (2006) mainly focuses on, what I call, the cultural context, as he explains

transformation processes by domestic constructions of reality. Societal boundaries, such as

the political and economical context, are not included in Stålgrens analysis. I, however, argue

that it is not only relevant to understand how norms are transferred, but also practised. That

is, to fully understand why norms are not always practised in implementation, it is important

to understand that it does not necessarily indicate unsuccessful norm transfer, but could be

due to contextual boundaries that make practising the norm impossible.

Further developing Stålgrens (2006) theory, not all cases of unsuccessful norm transfer could

be explained by contextual factors. One other mechanism is identified; ill-defined project

objective. The objective of the project was not defined at Bai bang, as the social group did not

share the conception that Bai Bang was a political project with ambitions of transferring and

practising ideas of solidarity, but rather as a transfer-of-knowledge project. These descriptions

are not conflicting in theory, but in implementation only the latter was explicit. As many

examples of unsuccessful norm transfer were due to the inability of the Swedes to interfere

with the Vietnamese management, it is relevant to consider whether practising the norm

would possibly have been more successful if the Swedes did see the Vietnamese management

as their concern and responsibility. An ill-defined project objective therefore possibly poses a

threat to successful norm transfer, a mechanism that Stålgren does not include in his analysis.

Conclusion
This study starts with criticism against dominant constructivist literature, which, I argue,

shares the misconception that implementers are neutral actors that simply practise norms that

are pre-constituted by decision-makers. I challenged this view by using a case of highly

idea-driven aid, and assessed how the implementer's understanding of the pre-constituted

core norms of the project had behavioural implications in implementation. By this, I showed

the importance of including the implementers, not only the decision-makers, when

researching norms in international relations.

More closely, this study aimed to develop Stålgren's (2006) theory of domestic

transformation processes. Stålgren shares the critique against the dominant constructivist
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perspective, and constructs a framework on how to understand implementers' role in norm

studies. By his theory, Stålgren argues that the relation between the constructions of reality of

decision-makers on an international level, and domestic implementers, tend to be in conflict.

In idea-driven international projects, this conflict results in so-called transformation

processes, leading to a transformed understanding of the core norms, and behavioural

implications for how the norm is practised.

In my study, I make the theoretical assumption that this risk would minimise if the

decision-making process was bilateral, and the implementation included actors from both

bilateral partner countries. Using one such case, the Bai Bang project, allowed me to test this

assumption and investigate how imported labour changed the premises for norm transfer.

Further, analysing this case allowed me to discuss how to theoretically understand examples

of unsuccessful norm transfer, as the conflict between international decision-making and

domestic implementation did not theoretically exist in this case.

My results showed multiple examples of how imported labour had a positive effect on norm

transfer, as expected. However, all examples of successful norm transfer could not be

explained by the imported labour, but instead by the domestic culture. This highlights that the

norms present in the domestic context do not always pose a threat, but can also benefit how

norms are practised in implementation.

Furthermore, I found that importing labour also risked creating a new threat to how the norm

was practised, that is when the imported labour had a lack of knowledge of the domestic

context. Empirical examples were found where the imported workers’ lack of knowledge of

how to practise the norm in the domestic context was insufficient, which had behavioural

implications. This threat does naturally not exist in domestic implementation, where

contextual knowledge is high.

An additional finding is that Stålgrens's (2006) explanation of transformation processes,

focusing on the domestic context, did prove relevant in my analysis as well. This shows that

importing labour did not eliminate these challenges. However, I argue that Stålgrens focus on

the domestic context would benefit by not only focusing on the social context, that is the

norms present in the domestic environment, but also actual societal boundaries, such as the
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political and economical context, as these contextual factors negatively affected the

prerequisites of how the norm could be practised.

One additional mechanism behind transformative processes is found, that is an ill-defined

project objective. As many of the examples of unsuccessful norm transfer could have been

prevented if the actors saw it as their responsibility to implement the solidarity norm, a more

explicit project objective could theoretically have counteracted this. This mechanism

develops Stålgren's (2006) theory with a new perspective.

To summarise, I have contributed to Stålgren's (2006) critique against dominant constructivist

theory with another example that highlights the importance of understanding norms' role in

implementation. I have argued why this critique is relevant for understanding bilateral aid and

reconstructed Stålgrens theory to give it a broader area of use. I have tested Stålgrens

theoretical assumptions by using a bilateral case with imported labour, which has developed

his theory. I have also contributed with a new mechanism that explains transformation

processes.

Shortcomings

My main methodological shortcoming was the operationalisation of theory, as I assumed to

be able to assess transformation processes and understanding of the norm by their

behavioural implication. In reality, how a norm was practised, was not always causally linked

to how it was transferred. In other words, not all examples where the norm had been

successfully practised indicated successful norm transfer, and vice versa. This led to

analytical difficulties in separating norm transfer from practising of norm, a confusion that

could be misleading when drawing conclusions. This shortcoming is not only applicable to

my study, but to Stålgren's (2006) theory at large, as my causal links, and method of analysis,

mirrored his.

When handling my collected data, source-critical considerations were central, but not always

easily handled. The Vietnamese and the Swedish interviewees shared different pictures of the

project, and some of the given information was contradictory. Thankfully, there was a large

bank of information collected by Sida, to which I could constantly compare my interview

results. However, some relevant information had to be excluded to assure high credibility.
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It was not within the scope of this study to analyse the Bai Bang project after the Swedish

involvement, which could have been interesting for assessing the long-term effects of norm

transfer. It was also not within the scope of my analysis to discuss non-Swedish imported

labour, which was present at the project, and theoretically could have affected norm transfer. I

did not include other norms than solidarity, which could have been analytically relevant, e.g.

features of the so-called Scandinavian management method that were practised at Bai Bang,

were not included in my analysis.

Future Research

As my case study is historical, it is relevant to question its applicability for understanding

modern aid. Importing labour is not a common strategy in modern democratic aid, however,

importing labour is a strategy used frequently by modern Chinese aid to Africa (Hatton 2017,

11 November). Critics are concerned that the Chinese imported labour has political motives

to benefit China, and is used as a strategy to monitor and assure that the project follows

Chinese norms, calling it a modern form of colonialism (Mohan 2013). As my results show

how Swedish norms were transferred to Vietnam, due to the imported labour, it gives new

ground for these concerns. Future researchers could potentially compare imported labour

from democratic states, such as Sweden, to authoritarian states, such as China, and discuss

whether there are similarities and differences in the objectives and outcome of such an

implementation strategy between the two. Further, normative research could discuss if

idea-driven aid is a proper use of aid resources and whether there is a moral difference

between democratic and authoritarian aid.

My results identified problems that arose when the imported labour had a lack of

understanding of the local context, which is in line with the standpoint of researchers of

so-called local ownership. Future research would benefit from further exploring this inherent

conflict between imported labour and local ownership, to deepen this reasoning. In such

studies, Bai Bang is a relevant case, as it had ideas of both recipient-orientation and imported

labour.
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Appendices

Code Name Interview

date

Position Period

1 Karl Bergman 01.11.2022 Painter, with assignment to educate

Vietnamese workers on how to surface

protect materials

1976-1979

2 Birgitta Bergman 01.11.2022 Bookkeeper at the warehouse, handling

material for the paper mill

1976-1979

3 Eva Lindskog 08.11.2022 Program manager with assignment to

improve the forest workers' living

conditions

1986-1989

4 Sigvard Bahrke 03.11.2022 Chief advisor at Scan Management with

assignment to coordinate the phasing-out

of the Swedish involvement

1984-1986

5 Kurt Bergström 28.10.2022 Sub-Project manager, managing

construction on various parts of the Bai

Bang project

1977-1990

6 Nguyễn Công Phương 22.10.2022 Sub-Project manager, managing mainly

construction of housing area and school

1982-1989

7 Dương Nguyên Thưởng 10.11.2022 Paper Engineer and principal of vocational

school, working in planning the mill, and

after the Swedish involvement

1973-1997

8 Phạm Văn Thòi 15.11.2022 Interpreter educated at Bai Bang, working

in various parts of the Bai Bang project,

including the Swedish camp

1976-1992

9 Phạm Thị Yên 15.11.2022 Secretary and interpreter, educated at Bai

Bang, working in the office for

maintenance

1978-1992

Appendix 1: Persons Interviewed
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Interviewee 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Duration of
involvement

<3 years X X X

3-8 years X X

9-25> years X X X X

Period of
involvement

1974-1982, Construction X X X X X X

1982-1986, Operations X X X X X X

1986-1995, Phasing-out X X X X X

Working
position

Director X X

Manager X X X

Worker X X X

Interpreter X X X

Part of project Paper mill X X X X X

Forestry X

Sub-Projects X X X X

Appendix 2: Interviewees' Involvement in the Bai Bang Project
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Background questions Which period did you work at Bai Bang (years)?

What were your position/main tasks at Bai Bang?

How much did you work directly with Swedish/Vietnamese workers?

Theme 1: Understanding of

meaning of the norm

Was the solidarity norm and its features explicit, and regularly

mentioned, as an ideal at Bai Bang?

● Equality, Collectivism, Social trust, Collaboration

Were there any conflicting values present?

● Hierarchy, Individualism, Mistrust, Hostility

Theme 2:

Behavioural implication of the

norm

Was the fact that Swedish workers were present in the implementation

of Bai Bang generally interpreted positively from the Vietnamese? Do

you have any examples of other interpretations of the collaboration?

1. Features that bind members together

Do you have any practical examples, besides having Swedish workers

present, of ways that the solidarity norm was embodied?

2. Constraining inequality

3. Protecting vulnerable members

4. Fostering social trust

5. Acknowledging collective responsibility

Do you have any practical examples of norm violation or conflicting

norms?

Closing questions Would you like to add something?

Appendix 3: Interview Guide
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Idea
1965-1969

Late 1960’s Palme introduces the idea to aid North Vietnam

1969 Announcement by the Swedish Foreign Minister Torsten Nilsson of
a three-year aid programme to North Vietnam.

1969 Vietnamese delegation visits Sweden - discussions about possible
Swedish aid to Vietnam’s industrial section

Planning
1970-1974

1970 Identification of a project

1972 Specific report on Bai Bang project delivered

August 1974 Signing of a project agreement

Construction
1974-1982

1974-1977 Preconstruction

1977-1980 Construction of the pulp and paper mill and necessary
infrastructure

30 April 1975 Second Indo-China war ends

1980 Supplementary food programme

26 November
1982

Official inauguration with ribbon-cutting ceremony, marking the
start of paper production based on own pulp

Operations
1982-1986

1983 Recognition of the need for input support through independent
side projects, including housing project, transport project and
vocational training side project

1984 Poor conditions of forestry workers exposed

1986 Specific agreement for forestry component as a side project

1986 Doi Moi reforms

Phasing-out
1986-1995

86 Planning of phasing-out strategy begins

1990 End of SIDA support for Bai Bang project

June 1990 The last Swedish consultants leave the project

1991 Project to improve living conditions of forest workers

1995 The Swedish influence is officially phased out

Vietnamese
owned

1996-now

1996 Mill production reaches planned capacity of 55 000 tons of paper

2022 Produces more than 80 000 tons of paper, almost double the
planned capacity

Appendix 4: Historical Timeline of Bai Bang4

Source: Sida, 1999; Fforde & De Vylder, 1996 and Nguyen, 2016

4 Bold font: Historical events in Vietnam that affected the project
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